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The concept of a space utility vehicle (SUV), also termed “single person spacecraft” or “man-in-a-can”,
has been around since the mid-1950’s. However, in the intervening time, little or no experimental investigation
has taken place into the feasibility of the concept in comparison to traditional EVA, telerobotics, or other
approaches to space operations. To address this lack, the University of Maryland (UMd) has undertaken an
extensive multi-decade program to better understand the capabilities and limitations of the SUV concept.
Multiple prior UMd studies dating back to 1993 have examined the SUV concept on paper, and concluded
that the most advantageous configuration would incorporate spacesuit arms as well as robotic manipulators to
allow full human manual dexterity to be applied at the space worksite. Analyses also indicated the advantage
of multiple single-crew spacecraft capable of mutual docking and supporting two crew for enhanced survival
in contingency situations.
This paper documents the latest phase of SUV research performed at UMd, focusing on the design and
construction of a neutral buoyancy-compatible mockup of the current baseline design. AX-5 type “hard suit”
arms were fabricated using additive manufacturing, including integral bearings, and tested for range and
ease of motion. The mockup was outfitted with notional controls and displays for laboratory testing, and
four different control locations identified for various flight phases. The mockup was then reconfigured for
underwater testing, and concepts for reconfigurable crew restraints tested and evaluated in each location. A
primary focus of this testing will be to obtain quantitative data on the utility of spacesuit arms in a vehicle
of this type, and to test concepts for simultaneous manual manipulation and robotic arm control. The paper
details tests conducted and results obtained, along with plans for future development activities.

I.

Introduction

In the Walt Disney television show Tomorrowland: Man to the Moon in 1956, one of the first depictions of
extravehicular activity of any type was based on the “Bottle Suit” concept of Wernher von Braun: a small single-person
spacecraft performing emergency repairs via robotic manipulators, as shown in Figure 1.1 The concept recurred in
both technical literature and popular depictions of spaceflight for the next sixty years, but probably never to the degree
of the “Pod” vehicle from the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey2 (Figure 2). Prior publications in this series have gone
into the history of the concept in both fiction and reality,3 as well as parametrically examining the general size and
configuration for a practical space utility vehicle.4
While the concept of a small space utility vehicle (SUV) for shirtsleeve EVA operations has been around for
decades, it has apparently never been seriously examined via actual experimentation to assess its capabilities and
limitations in that role. In fact, only in recent years have even inert mockups of relevant concepts such as Flexcraft been
created,5, 6 and some human factors testing started.7 In this paper, we document recent experimental investigations into
single-person space utility vehicles at the University of Maryland (UMd), both in the laboratory and neutral buoyancy
settings.
Much attention has been paid in recent years to the role of the martian moons Phobos and Deimos as potential
initial “beachheads” on the way to the human exploration of Mars. Extended exploration of microgravity bodies will
require new paradigms in extravehicular activity (EVA), since full exploration will require excursions of up to 10-20
miles from the base camp, with the need to anchor to the surface to perform local operations such as sampling and
coring. Many of these operations will be over the horizon from the base camp, requiring either autonomous operations
or interaction with communication relay satellites. While some recent concepts envision multiple equipment interfaces
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Figure 1. Von Braun “Bottle Suit” performing contingency repair on
cislunar exploration ship (from Tomorrowland: Man to the Moon1 )

Figure 2. Single-person “Pod” for deep space exploration vehicle repair (from 2001: A Space Odyssey2 )

to an extended maneuvering unit attached to a conventional spacecraft, it would appear that this upcoming exploration
requirement would be an ideal application for which to consider the use of small space utility vehicles.
Almost all SUV concepts to date have baselined the exclusive use of robotic manipulators for interacting with the
external environment. One unique feature of past UMd designs for this category of vehicle has been the incorporation
of space suit arms and an exteriorized version of a hard upper torso and helmet assembly, which allows the human
operator to use their own arms and hands in the completion of required tasks, as shown in Figures 38 and 4.9, 10 The
conventional wisdom in relation to EVA is that the human element provides “eyes and hands”’: direct vision and
manual dexterity being assumed to be better than any robotic or automation system. However, modern cameras call
the “eyes” of this pairing into question: if cameras can provide greater dynamic range, more resolution, higher degrees
of zooming, and other advantages over the unaided human eye, is there any purpose in having a human on-site if their
role is restricted to that of manipulator controller? The underlying paradigm of UMd system designs for this class
of vehicle addresses this specific assumption, providing the ability to use the high dexterity and tactile capabilities of
human arms and hands in conjunction with onboard robot systems. Since this concept provides functional elements of
both conventional spacesuits and single-person utility spacecraft, it may be thought of as a spacesuit/spacecraft hybrid.
In order to enable experimental investigation of this concept, a reference design for an SUV system is developed
and documented in this paper. It includes the forward section of a conventional suit hard upper torso and hemispherical
bubble helmet for direct external visibility. A pair of AX-5 style rigid arms incorporating rotary bearing seals on wedge
elements provides arm mobility with greater user protection and reduced wear as compared to conventional soft-goods
arm segments. Internal controls will be available for vehicle flight control and direct manual control of dexterous
manipulators mounted externally on the vehicle.
Since the basic hypothesis of enhanced capability is due to the presence and mutual support of human arms and
robotic manipulators, one of the critical development efforts has been to understand how best to control multiple dexterous manipulators while the user’s hands and arms are in the suit arms outside of the vehicle. To experimentally
examine this concept, two full-scale mockups of an SUV were designed and fabricated in the UMd Space Systems
Laboratory (SSL), and installed in the UMd Advanced Robotics Development Laboratory to take advantage of existing versions of space manipulators in that facility. While the bulk of laboratory testing focused on the first mockup,
a second SUV mockup was developed to be compatible with underwater testing at the UMd Neutral Buoyancy Research Facility (NBRF). As a “wet cockpit” simulator, this unit was not capable of complex command and control
functionality like the laboratory version, but was equipped with mockups of internal controls and displays and a set of
unpressurized hard suit arms and gloves. The primary purpose of the underwater unit was to investigate the details of
internal layout for an SUV, including mobility internal to the pressurized volume and investigation of the design and
placement of foot restraints internal to the cabin. The neutral buoyancy mockup was also used in conjunction with a
manipulator mockup to start examining roles and interactions between EVA and robotic elements of the SUV concept.
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Figure 3. 1993 UMd study of a Manned On-Orbit Servicing Equipment (MOOSE) space utility vehicle8

II.

Figure 4. 2003 study of a Space Construction and Orbital Utility
Transport (SCOUT) space utility vehicle9

Baseline Space Utility Vehicle Design

In prior phases of this study,3, 4 it was decided that the general form of the baseline SUV design would focus
on a 1.05m (42in) diameter cylinder 2m (80in) in length, with docking interfaces at each end to provide redundant
means of crew egress, given that the SUV is designed to be a shirtsleeve environment and a docking failure would
be a potential loss-of-crew event. These dimensions were deemed to be the smallest volume practical which would
allow for a shirtsleeve rescue of the pilot of another SUV which had suffered a major failure, assuming both crew
were 95th percentile males. An extension to the pressurized volume in the form of a spacesuit torso, with AX-5–style
hard suit arms and a hemispherical bubble helmet would be used for direct vision and hands-on manual manipulation
in the worksite. A suite of manipulators, assumed to be two dexterous arms and a grappling manipulator, would be
controlled by the SUV pilot using standard resolved-rate controllers internal to the vehicle, with feedback provided
either by direct vision through the helmet bubble or other external window(s), or by video feeds to internal flat-screen
monitors.
Four primary workstations were defined as encompassing the bulk of flight and external operations controls: head
in helmet and arms in suit arms, head in helmet but arms on internal controllers (for flight control and/or manipulator
control), head in helmet looking upwards along the vertical axis for vision-guided docking to the overhead (primary)
docking interface, and out of the suit torso extension altogether for internal control functions. Since multiple restraint
systems would take up much of the limited internal volume of the vehicle, one near-term research interest was in how
to make a single restraint system adjustable for all four of these body positions and poses.

III.

Initial Laboratory Prototype

Since the initial sizing study was limited to solid modeling, one of the first goals was to create a low-fidelity, fullscale mockup of the baseline design and use it to begin the process of performing detailed interior design. There was an
opportunity to do this in the form of a group project for the ENAE 100 Introduction to Aerospace Engineering seminar
at the University of Maryland in the Fall term of 2016. A team of five first-year students designed and fabricated a
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simple cylindrical structure that replicated the 1.05m internal diameter, while allowing easy access to the interior via
a missing aft segment of the cylinder. Circular arcs cut from plywood sheets formed cylindrical ribs, and straight
plywood stringers were added as axial longerons. Flexible translucent polycarbonate sheeting was added to form the
interior walls (Figure 5). The freshman team did not manage to fabricate a mockup suit torso in the single-term project,
but did add a foam core front panel and simulated hemispherical bubble helmet as representative of the final interior
design. Instead, the last portion of the project was focused on obtaining some basic data on internal control of robotic
systems. Standard spacecraft-configuration rotational (right hand) and translational (left hand) hand controllers were
mounted inside the SUV mockup (Figure 6), and the setup was used to control a six degree-of-freedom dexterous
manipulator mounted separately next to the mockup.

Figure 5. Initial low-fidelity SUV mockup exterior view

Figure 6. Initial low-fidelity SUV mockup internal view

The immediate lesson from these tests was that the the motion of a standard rotational hand controller occupies a
much larger volume than one would imagine, and it was difficult to find a location to mount it internally which was
out of the way of the test subject and did not penetrate the pressurized shell envelope, even at worst-case maximum
deflection. This was especially true for simulations of operating the hand controllers with the pilot’s head in the suit
bubble, which meant that the hand controllers had to be entirely to the side of (and, practically, somewhat behind) the
test subject’s body. This led to the reconsideration of the design of the torso extension, as discussed in the next section.
The tests with the initial prototype SUV mockup evolved into an extended study of direct vision vs. video feedback
for manipulator control in a small-volume control station, which continued with the next level of SUV mockup. The
details of this study, which are not directly germane to the topic of this paper, are covered in a parallel paper.11

IV.

Operational Testing Prototype

Among the other shortcomings of the original SUV prototype, the use of wood as the primary structural element
meant that the system was not compatible with neutral buoyancy testing. There was also a long-range goal to be able to
mount dexterous robotic systems to the exterior structure of the mockup, which would not have been possible with the
original. For that reason, the next step in this program was to redesign the mockup for fabrication in a real structural
material compatible with underwater simulations.
Although the operational prototype needed to be representative in terms of dimensions, as well as compatible with
4
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both laboratory and underwater testing, economy and reconfigurability were also important design parameters. Rather
than stick to a cylindrical shape, it was more effective to design the structure as an octahedron which subsumed the
1.05m internal diameter of the nominal design, and would therefore have sides which were 0.44m (17.4in) in length.
It was discovered that the distance between the two forward uprights would be insufficient to allow the incorporation
of the suit torso extension, as standard adult shoulder width would exceed the spacing allowance. For that reason,
the lateral spacing on the front and back faces was increased to 0.6m (24in), which allowed sufficient width for the
attachment of the suit torso assembly. The structure was designed to be constructed from 1515 series aluminum
extrusion from 80/20; this approach allowed quick fabrication and assembly, as well as providing finely adjustable
mounting points for internal and external attachments. The solid model of the frame design is shown in Figure 7, and
the completed structure with some side panels attached is shown in Figure 8. As the “skin” panels are not structural,
they were crafted of white corrugated plastic, to provide the effect of walls while allowing water immersion.

Figure 7. CAD image of SUV mockup framework

Figure 8. Assembled CAD frame during outfitting

To outfit the SUV mockup, two hard-suit arms were fabricated out of PLA using filament deposition additive manufacturing (Figure 9). Each arm was composed of six wedge elements, with bearing races fabricated in place at each
end. 6mm diameter (0.25in) stainless steel balls were installed in each segment between separately-printed bearing
separators, providing both low-friction motion and structural connections between the components. Commerciallyavailable hazardous materials gloves were attached to the distal ends to represent the bulk and restriction of pressurized
spacesuit gloves.
A simplified version of the suit torso extension was fabricated out of corrugated plastic sheeting, incorporating
openings for the helmet bubble and suit arms. An important issue for a rigid torso is the selection of mounting angles
for the shoulder stye joints. Based on data from the AX-5, this first prototype was constructed with the shoulder
mounts angled 15o inwards laterally, and 5o inwards vertically. A 35cm (14in) diameter hemispherical acrylic bubble
helmet from an SSL MX-C pressure suit simulator was used as the helmet visor, and the 3D printed hard-suit arms
were attached to the torso, which was then attached to the front face of the SUV mockup (Figure 10). While the
original concept had a more conformal design for this structure, tapering into the form of the pressure vessel, lessons
learned from the initial wooden mockup led to the decision to make the torso front parallel to the front panel, resulting
5
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in a small “ledge” on the inside. This was viewed as a possible site for spacecraft and manipulator controllers, since
options interior to the main volume were difficult and, occasionally, painful to reach when looking out through the
helmet visor.

Figure 9. 3D-printed arms for SUV mockup

V.

Figure 10. Completed suit torso extension on mockup

Neutral Buoyancy Testing

Initial tests showed that the mockup was easily usable, both in terms of interior access and use of the suit arms. A
number of handrails were mounted in strategic locations around the interior; the handrails were added to and moved
around in response to initial tests in neutral buoyancy (Figure 11). The suit arms were found to be highly mobile, and
were usable for all tasks representative of EVA operations (Figure 12). Range of motion of the arms was generally
unrestricted, as shown in Figures 13 and 14.
During the Fall 2017 semester, another ENAE 100 project team was enlisted to design and fabricate a set of foot
restraints for the underwater SUV mockup. As described above, there were four separate operating positions for the
test subject; since the “interior operations” category was by its very nature nebulous, the team was directed to focus on
the positions which involved the operator’s head internal to the helmet bubble. This allowed the further simplification
that the foot restraints would be on the centerline of the vehicle, and aligned with the suit torso extension.
The initial foot adjustable foot restraint design was based on a piece of 80/20 extrusion which ran front-back along
the centerline of the vehicle. It was attached to crosspieces on either end, which were attached via gusset plates at
their ends to vertical uprights on the front and back of the mockup. By loosening the bolts locking the gussets in
the vertical extrusions, the entire structure could be slid up and down in the mockup to adjust vertical position. The
foot restraint was mounted to a pylon on the central extrusion, which could similarly be loosened and moved fore-aft
for positioning. The foot restraint plate was mounted to a pylon with a single degree-of-freedom pitch joint, which
could be locked by tightening levers on each side. In this way, the foot restraints provided the required three degrees
of freedom to move in X (fore/back), Z (up/down), and pitch. Since each of these axes were adjusted by a separate
mechanism, this was called the cartesian foot restraint design. Figure 15 shows part of the ENAE 100 team installing
this system in the mockup; Figure 16 shows the test subject adjusting the location of the foot restraints in the X axis.
The cartesian foot restraint design worked well as a restraint system, in that the location could be set and held
rigidly despite all loads placed into it by the test subjects. It was easy to label the various sliding structures to set the
6
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Figure 11. Interior view showing handrails (in yellow)

Figure 12. Checklist reference performed with suit arms

Figure 13. Suit arms at full extension

Figure 14. Suit arms at maximum vertical reach

foot restraints at the desired location. Unfortunately, moving the linear sliders proved to be an arduous task. Moving
the foot restraint pylon fore-aft required loosening twelve screws; since the range from having the screw fully tightened
to completely removed was only about 1.5 turns due to the design of the extrusion fastening system, the person making
the adjustment had to be very careful not to have any screws fall out, as it could be problematic to recenter the T-nut
inside the track to reinsert the screw. The problem was exacerbated by the vertical adjustment process, as similar
gusset plates on all four corners had to be loosened to allow vertical motion, and any asymmetry in the movement
would create binding which had to be reversed (often forcefully) to get the foot restraint structure moving again. For
all of these reasons, it was decided to perform a complete redesign of the foot restraint system.
Figure 17 shows the redesigned system. A cruciform structure was built across the base of the mockup, with
a central mount for a rotary pitch joint. Two strut segments form a manually positioned revolute serial arm, with
manually locking pitch joints at the base, “elbow”, and foot restraint plate. The three pitch joints in series also supply
the same X and Z translation and foot restraint pitch as the cartesian system, but are much easier to adjust. By loosening
the two latch handles on each degree of freedom, the foot restraint plate can be easily placed in any desired position
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Figure 15. Cartesian foot restraint system being installed in mockup

Figure 16. Test subject adjusting fore-aft location of the cartesian foot
restraints

and attitude and then rigidified. In fact, one of the advantages of the revolute system was that the test subject could
get into the desired position and pose for a given task, move their feet (already in the foot restraints) to their desired
location, and then have a support diver rigidize the joints to fix the foot restraint position.

Figure 17. Revolute foot restraint mechanism prior to installation

Figure 18. Diver measuring joint angles on revolute foot restraints

It was found that the revolute foot restraint mechanism was far more preferred than the cartesian one, due primarily
to ease of adjustment. The revolute design had been conceptualized and considered by the ENAE 100 team at the
beginning of their project, but it was originally rejected due to concerns about the ability to fix the joint angles firmly
enough to resist all applied loads without slipping. The dual-latching pitch joints (a stock 80/20 component assembly)
were found to be more than adequate when tested as part of the revolute system. One negative feature of the current
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implementation is that there is no direct feedback as to the position of the joints, and therefore the foot restraints
themselves. Given printed or engraved angle markings on the joint mechanisms, joint angles could be easily read
out; however, the forward kinematics from joint angles to foot restraint position would require look-up tables or a
convenient application on a handheld computational device. Similarly, starting from a desired cartesian position and
pitch angle for the foot restraints would require solution of the inverse kinematics to find the associated joint angles
to be set. It was recognized from the outset that the current configuration of revolute foot restraint kinematics would
not be feasible in the operational case: design rules require the provision of two fully capable and redundant means
of docking and shirtsleeve transfer from the SUV, and the current system blocks the lower egress path. A near-term
modification will move the mounting point of the revolute mechanisms to the aft structure of the SUV mockup, and
modify the link lengths to continue to provide full range of restraint positions while being able to stow the system
against the aft wall to remain clear if secondary egress is required.
Using the foot restraint mechanisms, it was established that a comfortable foot restraint position could be established for each body work orientation for each test subject. Figure 19 shows the foot restraint position and body pose
while using the suit arms, with the test subject’s head in the helmet. The SUV pilot would turn 180o to look through the
helmet visor parallel to the cylindrical axis of the vehicle to fly an docking approach using the upper docking fixture,
requiring a body pose and foot restraint position as shown in Figure 20. Clearly, spacecraft controls would have to be
moved or duplicated in this orientation to facilitate pilot-controlled docking or proximity operations.

Figure 19. Foot restraint position while using suit arms

Figure 20. Foot restraint position while visually controlling docking

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges in SUV cockpit layout is determining the preferred form of hand controllers
and placement for robot arm control and/or vehicle flight control during external operations. As was mentioned earlier,
the torso structure was redesigned to provide a volume at waist level suitable for hand controllers and other highpriority input or display devices for these purposes. Figure 21 shows the placement of a set of 3D printed mockups
of spacecraft-standard rotational and translational hand controllers at the base of the torso assembly. Tests performed
in neutral buoyancy included assessing the feasibility of the SUV pilot maintaining external situational awareness by
having their head in the helmet bubble, but being able to control the vehicle or the robot arms with the hand controllers.
Figure 22 shows a variant of this positioning, with the translational hand controller mounted high on the operator’s left
side and the rotational controller in the same position as previously shown.
Assessments of the hand controller locations indicate that it is feasible to use the standard set of two 3 degree-of9
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Figure 21. Mockup rotational (right) and translational (left) hand
controllers

Figure 22. Manipulator/vehicle control pose

freedom hand controllers while maintaining full view out of the helmet bubble.The opening for the torso extension is
close enough to human torso sizing that it was uncomfortable to have to hold both arms inside the vertical extrusions
supporting the torso while leaning into the extension volume, which led to the alternative testing of a high-mounted
translational controller as in Figure 22. This was less constricting on arm pose, since only one forearm is inside of
the support structure for the torso, but the translational controller is actually behind the test subject’s shoulder, which
made it awkward both in terms of arm pose (prolonged operations with the operator’s shoulder joint near its limit) and
in visualization of control axes.
Another concern recognized in these preliminary design assessments is that the actual hand controllers have substantial mechanisms that project below the mounting interface. In the case of a conventional spacecraft, this portion
of the mechanism is behind a control console, or contained in a protective enclosure at the end of the arm rest or other
mounting site. In the current SUV design, these mechanisms would be penetrating the pressure vessel, which would be
unacceptable. One potential mitigation for this would be to extend the torso assembly to accommodate the additional
mechanisms, as well as potentially other required hardware buttons, switches, or circuit breakers. Similarly, the full
range of motion of the rotational hand controller (RHC) is obstructed by proximity to the inner surface of the torso
pressure hull. While this might be accommodated by redesigning the RHC to have less angular motion, or even adopting a fixed force-sensitive hand controller in place of the current displacement controllers, the UMd team’s current best
solution is to examine alternative configurations of control input other than the classic dual 3DOF hand controllers.
A number of 6DOF force controllers are currently commercially available; a few prototype or experimental 6 DOF
displacement controllers have been developed, but are evidently not in production or in prototyping currently.12 While
other possibilities such as gestural control could be considered as additional alternatives, it is likely that either vehicle
or manipulator control would be mandated to use more positive control input devices than gestures or voice.
To begin research into the use of dexterous manipulators in conjunction with the suit arms on SUV, the UMd team
designed and fabricated a positionable mockup of a 4m 7DOF robot arm. This system, made of PVC pipe with 3D
printed PLA joints, can be manipulated by hand, and each joint easily tightened with a wrench to hold position in the
underwater environment. (It is anticipated that some modifications to the design would allow a second-generation arm
mockup to be locked into position under Earth gravity for use in a laboratory simulation as well.) Figure 23 shows a
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simulation in which the manipulator is holding a portion of the Experimental Assembly of Structures in EVA (EASE)
flight structure, while the test subject is shown with hands on both rotational and translational hand controllers as
would be required for resolved-rate control of the manipulator. In Figure 24, the test subject is manipulating the EASE
structure using the suit arms and gloves on the torso, while the manipulator was repositioned following the simulated
hand-off.

Figure 23. Simulated manipulator handoff of space structure

Figure 24. EVA manipulation of space structure

These early joint EVA/robotic simulated operations illustrate what may be the most challenging aspect of a singleperson SUV: the simultaneous (or at least shared) control of both the suit arms and the robotic manipulators. Indeed,
there may be operational scenarios when SUV flight control must also be handled concurrently to joint EVA/robotic
external operations. One of the initial assumptions behind the UMd design was that the SUV operator could bring one
or both arms inboard to work hand controllers, then re-insert them into the suit arms to continue manual operations.
While tests have shown that the hard-suit arms are much easier to ingress and egress than fabric pressure suit arms,
the issue of getting into and out of the spacesuit gloves (if nothing else) would impede the feasibility of this sort of
physical “time-sharing” between spacesuit gloves and inboard hand controllers. One possibility would be to mount
external hand controllers while in the spacesuit arms: while experience with SAFER and other maneuvering units
have shown suited hand controller operation is feasible, there is a concern with operator hand and wrist fatigue over
extended usage.
One interesting additional outcome of the simulations performed to date has been serious levels of rust formation
on the “stainless steel” balls in the bearings. It appears that greater attention to selection of vendors for the hundreds
of balls required for a full complement of rotary joints will be required in the future. Alternately, several of the arm
joints have had all of the metal balls replaced with acrylic balls of the same size. The acrylic balls are significantly
lighter than the steel ones, and continued testing will reveal if they stand up to prolonged use.

VI.

Future Plans

The SUV mockup development and testing is funded only by very limited internal funds at the University of
Maryland, and student involvement has been limited to volunteer efforts or academic assignments. As such, results
to date have focused on simple qualitative assessments with large and small test subjects, but have not progressed to
collection of quantitative metrics nor to an attempt to develop a statistically significant set of test subject data sets. It
is important, however, even at this early stage of testing to not lose sight of the goal of collecting meaningful data on
the best design for an SUV, and of performing the first demonstration of SUV performance in realistic space EVA and
robotic tasks.
The SUV mockup is currently in the Advanced Robotics Development Laboratory at the University of Maryland,
serving as a standardized microgravity workstation supporting tests on the efficacy of various forms of visual feedback
in robotic control tasks. It has been outfitted with functional standard spacecraft 3DOF rotational and translational hand
controllers, internal display panels, and other control devices, and used to control existing SSL robotic manipulators
in simulated space servicing tasks. Early studies will focus on continuing to examine hand controller placement, and
to investigate the impact of nontraditional control devices as alternatives to the two 3DOF hand controllers. Since the
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baseline manipulator complement includes two dexterous manipulators, one near-term test will be switching to a pair
of 6DOF hand controllers to test simultaneous bilateral manipulator control. An additional near-term research interest
is to outfit the SUV operator in the laboratory with a Microsoft Hololens to provide video overlays and augmented
reality views of the worksite, as this might be a promising alternative to extensive internal fixed displays.
By putting the SUV into proximity with the laboratory’s robotic arms, it is planned to investigate the use of
integrated EVA/robotic capabilities in the performance of satellite servicing tasks, as well as to further study issues
of simultaneous or shared control of both EVA tasks and robotic manipulators. The various control modes under
consideration will be compared to two-person controls internal to the SUV mockup, as well as having the second
human controller serve as a remote teleoperator for the onboard manipulators while the onboard subject concentrates
on manual manipulation through the suit arms and gloves. As the experience base on SUV performance expands,
one logical future development direction would be to more fully automate the robotic operations, allowing the single
operator to intermittently control via high-level supervisory control rather than teleoperation.
After the initial research goals outlined above, the next phase of testing will be to perform more complex endto-end operations with the SUV in neutral buoyancy. The SSL Ranger dexterous manipulators, currently undergoing
system upgrades, will be completed by the end of Summer 2018 and are capable of being mounted to the SUV frame.
The current structure is lightweight enough to be made approximately neutral by replacing the plastic face panels
with fiberglass-covered foam panels; the Ranger positioning leg could then be used to maneuver the SUV with its
pair of dexterous arms throughout the 15 m diameter, 7.5 m depth of the UMd neutral buoyancy facility. This would
require at a minimum the development of some form of waterproof hand controllers, as well as additional video
cameras to provide situational awareness to surface control stations operating the positioning leg and (in some test
cases) the dexterous arms. This level of development is highly unlikely if the project continues to be restricted to UMd
discretionary funding. On the other hand, if sufficient research support were to become available, the logical next step
would be to continue to operate the SUV as a fully functional neutral buoyancy research system as described, and in
parallel to develop a higher-fidelity prototype of a flight configuration SUV to be fully outfitted with controls, displays,
and required spacecraft systems simulators for realistic parallel end-to-end laboratory simulations.
There are some interesting operational issues with SUVs which could be resolved with an active neutral buoyancy
system and realistic test tasks. What forms of EVA and robotic tools will be necessary, and how will they best be
stowed in an accessible manner on the SUV? How about orbital replacement unit transport? How can an EVA glove
be changed out between sorties without depressurizing the vehicle or requiring an EVA? Given elements can be built
into the hard-suit arms to adjust lengths, how can a system mounting arms in a rigid torso allow adjustments for
shoulder width for different users? Ultimately, does an SUV need to be capable of entering a pressurized volume to
facilitate maintenance and servicing, or can all of those functions be performed internally while the vehicle is docked
to the host spacecraft? How many ISS external servicing functions could be done with SUVs rather than conventional
suited EVAs? How could an SUV be tethered to an asteroidal or cometary surface during sampling or other exploration
tasks?
Honestly, it is unknown if the SUV concept is either feasible or desirable in any given space application. The
research described in this paper is an early step towards developing the knowledge base to allow informed decisions
on when development of a flight-rated SUV might make sense. It is, however, a travesty that more than sixty years
after the first conceptualization of an SUV, nobody has yet even tried to get this data.
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